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The ​Women Against Violence Experiment (W.A.V.E.) is the product of a                     
yearlong investigation about information gaps in New York’s Latina immigrant                   
community. I interviewed two Brazilian-American immigration attorneys serving the                 
Brazilian community and several Brazilian women living in New York, including                     
victims and survivors of domestic violence, and found that immigrant women have                       
little or no knowledge about the different forms of abuse to which they are vulnerable.                             
No matter who perpetrates the abuse -- a partner, a boss, a landlord -- women don’t                               
know about the resources available to protect their rights, such as free services and                           
U.S. legislation.  
 
If the news industry hasn’t come up with a format that serves a group we need                               
to inform, then it is our job, as journalists, to create that format or borrow it from                                 
other areas of expertise. In the social journalism program, I learned that the                         
audience’s information needs come before journalistic tradition. 
 
This is how W.A.V.E. was born. I created this platform as my social journalism                           
practicum to develop unconventional services to inform Brazilian immigrant women                   
who are victims or at risk of domestic violence. I assessed the community’s                         
information gaps, media consumption habits and reliance on social media for                     
exchanging of information and communication. I then looked for inspiration in                     
technology​ ​and in one of the oldest art forms: ​theater​.  
 
This report describes the process of developing W.A.V.E.’s first two services: a                       
chatbot prototype called Chicabot and the forum play “What If It Happened to You?”                           











Latin American economies that grew strong in the early 2000s by exporting raw                         
materials and agricultural products were hit hard by a freefall in oil, nickel, coffee and                             
soybean prices after mid-2010. It was the end of the commodities boom. In Brazil,                           
Colombia and Mexico, per-capita gross domestic product, which indicates wealth per                     
inhabitant, dropped by at least 20% from 2014 to 2016, according to the World Bank.                             
Meanwhile, ​the number of Brazilians, Colombians and Venezuelans overstaying                 
tourist visas in the United States went up by 20% from 2015 to 2016. In the U.S.,                                 
overstaying a visa leads to illegal status. 
As a result, ​Brazil, Colombia and Venezuela have climbed up the ranking of                         
countries with the most visa overstays. Their numbers surpassed those of India and                         
China, which have the highest populations in the world. As of 2019, the top five                             
countries with most visa overstays are predominantly Latin American. Canada holds                     
the first position, followed by Mexico, Brazil, Colombia and Venezuela.  
In this Medium post​, I wrote more about how the ​change of Latin America’s                           
purchasing power is reflected in visa overstays. 
 
Immigration from Brazil 
Every year since 2017, at least 30,000 Brazilians have overstayed their tourist                       
visas. ​In addition, Brazilian nationals are crossing the Mexican border in                     
unprecedented numbers: according to the Associated Press, 18,000 were apprehended                   
in the 2019 fiscal year that ended in October, a 600% increase from the previous high                               
in 2016.    
1
According to ​Jeanne Batalova​, an analyst at Migration Policy Institute (MPI), a                       
Washington-based think tank that supports liberal immigration policies, Donald                 
Trump’s election and his anti-immigrant rhetoric propelled illegal immigration from                   
Latin America. “Because of the immigration bans, there has been a sense of urgency, a                             
we have to go right now, or who knows what will happen later?​” she told me. 
In the U.S., the fear of deportation then creates a new sense of urgency: to                             
adjust an illegal immigration status.  





Unlike people from Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador whose hometowns                   
have been taken over by gang violence, Brazilians facing economic hardship alone are                         
not eligible for asylum or refugee status. Therefore, Brazilians will often choose to                         
marry a U.S. citizen or a green card holder to adjust their immigration status. 
 
Marriage and immigration 
According to Stephanie Mulcock​, a Brazilian-American immigration lawyer               
specializing in domestic violence and family law in New York, women who                       
prematurely marry their American (or permanent-resident) boyfriends because they                 
fear deportation are more vulnerable to domestic violence. “It is at times a                         
life-threatening situation,” she said, “whether they choose to stay in the relationship                       
or leave.”   
Mulcock runs a nonprofit, Garra, that serves the low-income Brazilian                   
community. I interviewed her for a story about the ​risks of seeking to adjust                           
immigration status through marriage​. 
Michelle Viana​, a Brazilian-American immigration lawyer who serves as legal                   
advisor to the General Consulate of Brazil in New York, said wives of foreign nationals                             
who hold work visas such as the H1B, which doesn’t allow spouses to work, may find                               
themselves victims of financial manipulation. In this subtler form of domestic                     
violence, spouses and partners limit or cut spending to punish women for their “bad                           
behavior.” “It is acceptable for men to take on a superiority role in the household in                               
our culture,” she said. “But there isn’t room for this type of notion these days.”  
Women in this position hardly ever consider themselves victims of abuse                     
because in Latino culture, domestic violence is usually associated with direct physical                       
violence. Brazil is a top-ranking country in the Americas in violence against women,                         
with the highest number of femicides in Latin America and the Caribbean. According                         
to the Human Rights Watch, in 2017 almost a third of Brazilian women said they                             
suffered violence such as threats, beatings and attempted murder; over half of the                         
attackers were current or former partners. In addition, only a quarter of Brazilian                         
2
women who suffer violence report it.   
3
Viana has organized six annual events at the Brazilian consulate to generate                       
awareness about abusive relationships and encourage victims to come forward.  
2 For Brazil’s Women, Violence Begins at Home​: Human Rights Watch. 





I interviewed her for a video explainer that teaches immigrant women how to                         
identify abusive relationships and what resources are currently available if they are                       
facing abuse. It was posted in a closed Facebook group called Brazilian Women of New                             
York (in Portuguese, ​Brasileiras de NY​) with over 7,000 members. 
 
 
Subtitled version available on YouTube. 
 
Background and context 
Relying on a spouse or partner to feel safe in the U.S. is a risk factor for                                 
domestic violence; therefore, Latina immigrant women across all demographics are                   
vulnerable. The U.S. and New York are not the safest places for those women, either.  
 
Domestic violence in the U.S. 
★ Every nine seconds, a woman is beaten in the United States .  
4
★ As of 2018, the U.S. had the third highest rate of sexual violence in the world.   
5
★ On a typical day, domestic violence hotlines nationwide receive over 20,000                     
calls.   
6
★ A 2019 study, published in the Journal of the American Medical Association,                       
interviewed 13,310 American women, ages 18 to 44, and found that 6.5% had                         
been victims of forced sexual initiation (rape.) 
 
Domestic violence in New York 
4 Women’s Resource Center to End Domestic Violence. 
5 ​The world's most dangerous countries for women (2018)​: Thomson Reuters Foundation.  





★ The New York City Police Department responds to 230,000 domestic incidents                     
each year.   
7
★ Homicide by intimate partners accounts for over half of all family-related                     
homicides in New York City.  
8
★ Domestic violence has become the leading cause of homelessness in New York                       
City. 
 
Domestic violence in the immigrant community 
Rates of domestic violence vary among specific immigrant communities, so it is                       
hard to find official statistics and analysis about, for instance, the Latina community.                         
9
However, immigration status has been found to influence survivors’ willingness to                     
seek help.  
 
★ A 2010 study by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention found that 37%                           
of Hispanic women reported having experienced rape, physical violence and/or                   
stalking by an intimate partner.   
10
★ Latino immigrants are only half as likely than non-immigrants to seek help                       
from institutions for domestic violence (6.9% vs. 14.7%).   
11
★ Latinas often feel trapped in abusive relationships because of immigration                   
laws, language barriers, social isolation and lack of financial resources.  
12
★ They tend to have less education than immigrants from other parts of the                         
world, as well as limited English proficiency and lack of access to legal                         
immigration status, which limits their work possibilities. That makes them the                     





 ​The Domestic Violence Task Force 2018 Report​:​ Mayor's Office to End Domestic and Gender-Based Violence.  
8 ​NYC Domestic Violence Fatality Review Committee (FRC)​ : Mayor's Office to End Domestic and Gender-Based Violence.  
9Intimate Partner Violence in Immigrant and Refugee Communities: Challenges, Promising Practices and Recommendations​: Robert 
Wood Johnson Foundation and Futures Without Violence. 
10 ​National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey 2010 Summary Report​: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 
11 ​A comparison of help seeking between Latino and non-Latino victims of intimate partner violence​: Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention. 
12 Immigrant Domestic Violence Survivors Are Afraid To Go To Law Enforcement Under Trump​: Pacific Standard. 





According to attorney Michelle Viana, there are two information gaps in the Brazilian                         
community: 
1) Women think domestic violence means only physical violence, which is not true.                       
Financial and psychological abuse by a partner are also domestic violence.  
 
Marize Campelo, a 61-year-old school psychologist and survivor of domestic                   
violence, said victims often stay in denial for years until they reach the point of “I’ve                               
had enough.” Campelo immigrated from Brazil and married an American citizen after                       
dating him for three years. Three years into their marriage, he became verbally                         
abusive toward her, and the situation escalated to the point that he beat her up while                               
she was pregnant with their second son. “By the time I realized the situation I was in                                 
was not normal,” she said, “I had become too afraid to do anything about it.”  
 
To fill this information gap, I produced an interactive play that portrays a Brazilian                           
immigrant woman in the early stages of an abusive relationship. In this type of                           
theater, members of the audience are invited on stage to replace actors and try to                             
change the outcome of the story. (More on this later.) 
2)  Immigrant women don’t know that the government offers a path to adjust or 
protect victims’ immigration status once they report their abusive partners.  
 
The Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) allows spouses of U.S. citizens and                       
permanent residents to petition for their own green cards without the partners’                       
acknowledgement. In 2018, the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services                 
(USCIS) processed 11,034 VAWA petitions by spouses . Women abused by                 14
undocumented spouses may also be granted U visas after reporting the spouse and                         
collaborating with the police in the investigation. USCIS grants up to 10,000 U visas to                             
principal petitioners each year.  
 
The isolation forced upon them by their spouses, combined with threats and                       
lack of language proficiency, keep women in the dark. But that is not all; Campelo said                               
women may choose to stay in the relationship for fear of losing financial power, not                             





making it on their own or being lonely. “In my case, I was afraid of dying,” she said.                                   
“But not all women are pushed to the limit. Some will get used to the abuse.” 
 
To fill this information gap, I created a chatbot called Chicabot, that gives information 
about the U.S. legislation and resources available for immigrant women in abusive 
relationships. (More on this later.) 
 
What I wanted my practicum to do 
★ Remediate the isolation in which immigrant women who are victims of abuse 
find themselves without putting them at risk of retaliation from a spouse. 
 
★ Deliver practical information about domestic violence in immigrants’ 
languages.  
 
★ Help immigrant women who are being abused become aware that they are 
victims of domestic violence without making them feel stigmatized or 
overwhelmed. 
 
★ Help women get in touch with their inner strength so they can take the first 
steps toward leaving an abusive partner. 
 
★ Offer a space where immigrant victims of domestic violence feel supported and 
taken care of, but also encouraged to take action. 
 
★ Make women aware of domestic violence in a way that reduces the time they 
stay in denial. 
 
★ Change the general idea that domestic violence means only physical violence. 
 














The year-long process of finding, meeting and interviewing sources and                   
stakeholders; doing research on the topic and participating in closed Facebook groups                       
set the foundation for my practicum. 
I learned that the community I chose to serve – ​Brazilian immigrant women                         
who are victims or are at risk of domestic violence – is extremely diverse. It has                               
people of different immigration statuses and socioeconomic classes, each processing                   
abuse in their own way.  
I learned from attorneys what the community’s information gaps were.               
Through talking to survivors and women in abusive relationships, I understood                     
what barriers prevented them from accessing the information they need: 
 
Domestic violence survivor ​Marize Campelo told me that once she realized her                       
husband was abusive, it took her seven years to file for divorce. Women navigating                           
different stages of an abusive relationship also have different needs and habits. 
I knew my solutions would have to: 
● Cut through the barriers listed above. 
● Appeal to a wide range of members with different backgrounds.  
● Be “camouflaged;” I learned that abusive partners will retaliate against                   





● Be useful to women going through different stages of abuse, and also to                         
women not facing abuse at all, i.e. recently arrived immigrants.  
 
Chicabot, the chatbot: an online service  
 
U.S. legislation and immigration       
procedures are complex and can intimidate           
any immigrant, let alone one who feels             
threatened by a partner and the government.             
A quick Google search on VAWA or the U visa                   
shows bureaucratic expressions and terms,         
most of them completely foreign to           
immigrants, in both language and meaning. I             
wanted to give information in a way that               
fostered curiosity and hope, and didn’t           
overwhelm a potential victim. 
With that in mind, I created  ​Chicabot​.             
This chatbot shares information on a heavy             
topic – legal resources for victims of domestic               
violence – in a way that is easy and fun to use.  
    But why a chatbot?  
Chatbots are chat tools that simulate human             
conversation, allowing users to interact with           
digital devices and have a personalized experience. Chatbots are most commonly                     
used in customer service, allowing businesses to connect with customers in a                       
personal way without the need of a human representative.  
A chatbot can also offer a nontraditional experience of information                   
consumption by mimicking a private conversation, allowing the user to dictate the                       






The prototype works like an interactive FAQ session about VAWA and the U visa.                           
During the chat, the user navigates the content by clicking on the buttons that follow                             
Chicabot’s messages.  
I wanted Chicabot to be the empathetic friend that victims of domestic violence                         
and abuse often find it hard to have.  
Previous studies have proved that chatbots can be used successfully to support                       
people with emotional issues, such as anxiety and depression. In a study  by the                       
15
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences at the Stanford School of Medicine                       
in California, college students who self-identified as having symptoms of anxiety and                       
depression chatted on Woebot , a conversational interface that delivers Cognitive                 
16
Behavioral Therapy (CBT) in the format of brief daily conversations. While the control                         
group reported no changes in symptoms after two weeks, students using the chatbot                         
reported a significant reduction in depression. Asked what their favorite things about                       
the bot were, students praised the empathy it showed while facilitating learning. 
 
Conceptualizing 
The idea of the chatbot was born when I was doing my audience engagement                           
internship at Documented, a nonprofit newsroom that covers immigration in New                     
York. 
One day, a woman sent a message to Documented’s WhatsApp asking about                       
VAWA. She was a victim of abuse, she said. The team, including myself, was thrilled to                               
be of help, but the task proved to be harder than we expected. With so much                               
information and legal details, our reply felt a little overwhelming – especially for a                           
chat platform. 
That moment, I put myself in her shoes and realized that getting all the legal                             
information at once can be more intimidating than enlightening. For women already                       
feeling vulnerable, ashamed and suffering from low self-esteem — which is a direct                         
consequence of facing abuse — the will to reach out to the government and ask for                               
help can be as frail as thin ice. 
 
Prototyping 
15 ​Delivering Cognitive Behavior Therapy to Young Adults With Symptoms of Depression and Anxiety Using a Fully Automated Conversational 






Chicabot’s prototype was developed with the Dexter app , a user-friendly                   
17
service that requires minimal coding skills and allows users to create and deploy a                           
single bot for free. I learned about the app during John Keefe’s Design and                           
Development course. John, who is the head of the Quartz Artificial Intelligence Studio                     
, helped me troubleshoot and provided insightful feedback. ​In this Medium post​, I                       
18
detailed the process of putting Chicabot together. 
The chatbot script included information about VAWA and the U visa, both tools                         
that allow abused women to adjust their immigration status. The information was                       
collected from the U.S. government’s official channels , and rewritten in a much more                       
19
accessible way. GIFs, memes and small talk are intentionally built into the                       
conversation, and give the user extra breathing room before new information as it is                     
introduced. 
Chicabot was embedded     
in ​W.A.V.E.’s webpage​  and can be         
deployed by a clicking on the           
speech balloon on the bottom         
right corner. The script is ​in          
English, and the bot was tested by             
members of the Brazilian       
community. 
              20
Promotion 
Chicabot’s pilot was first 
promoted in Nov. 5 2018, in 
closed Facebook groups with 
Brazilian women in the U.S., including  ​Brasileiras de NY​ (Brazilian women in New 




18 ​Quartz Artificial Intelligence Studio 
19 ​United States Customs and Immigration Services 
20 ​On the first post, I ask if anyone is using a computer and willing to chat with a chatbot for immigrants (at that time 
the bot would only work if accessed from a desktop.) A month later, I posted: “I tweaked the chatbot that gives 







Chicabot had 56 unique 
visitors between November 
and December, the period 
in which the experiment 
took place. Fourteen people 
used the first version in 
November, while 42 did so 
in December.  In the end of the conversation, Chicabot would show a link to a ​survey​, 
which asks about the areas for improvement. Twenty-one people — mostly Brazilian 
women who are green card holders or who have or had a visa — left feedback. That’s 
37.5 percent of the people who interacted with Chicabot. Here’s what they shared: 
 
- 95% learned something new. 
- 52% know at least one immigrant woman who has been in an abusive 
relationship. 
- 86% would definitely recommend Chicabot to a friend. 
 









Users praised the language and asked 
for more information about shelters, 






































I was contacted by a publication in Spain called Planeta Chatbot, who asked                         
permission to translate my first Medium post about the prototype and ​published it on                           










Δ The beauty of chatbots is that you can constantly feed them new                       
information, which means they don’t go obsolete. A user can interact                     
with it several times and have different experiences. Since chatbots                   
mimic a conversation, you can also promote services or products during                     
the chat in a way that doesn’t seem fake. Isn’t that what people do in                             
real life? They talk about their problems and suddenly switch to this                       
new product they found, and it is great. So many initiatives in                       
journalism don’t have a clear revenue stream, but there is advertising                     
potential in a chatbot.  
Δ Chatbots are an invention of the 2010s, so, naturally, the technology                     
resonates more with Millennials and the generation Z (those who were                     
born in the mid to late 1990s.) It will be more accessible to people with                             





low-income audiences. However, the possibility to embed the chatbot                 
to a Facebook page would go around those issues. 
Δ The interface presented a lot of issues in the first phase of the                         
experiment, that were resolved when Dexter’s custumer support               
upgraded me to a premium account for free. A lot of people who                         
accessed it when I first put the prototype out weren’t able to test it and                             
give me qualitative feedback other than “It doesn’t work.” 
Δ If I did this again and I had more time, I would partner with a shelter or                                 
non-profit who serves victims of domestic violence. It would have been                     
nice to have gotten feedback directly from women going through the                     
issue. 
Δ Chatbots have been mostly used by companies to automate customer                   
services, which leads to a reduction in the number of jobs available. I am                           





























Forum Theater, the live event: an offline 
service 
Women who are being controlled lack a safe environment. Abusive husbands                     
will often go through their wives’ phones, making use of a chatbot unsafe for them.                             
Many victims (or potential victims) of domestic violence are working women with                       
children and don’t have time to watch a documentary, for instance. But if they can                             
make the time for an unpretentious theater play with friends, a lot can happen:                           
information, connection and empowerment can spread. “What If It Happened To                   
You?” is a 15-minute forum play about an abusive relationship developed in                       




Ten members of the Brazilian community in New York and New Jersey participated in 










In the Trump era, reporters on the immigration beat have been jumping from                         
one horror story to another. But immigrants are news consumers, too. Although they                         
are the protagonists of such horror stories, they don’t always get the information they                           
need in their daily lives. Providing resources for immigrants has been left to advocacy                           
groups. 
In other words, immigrants see themselves portrayed as inevitable and                   
hopeless victims of an oppressive system that journalists keep talking about – a                         
system that never seems to change. Words said onstage can be more useful to a                             
community’s members than words published about them in the Sunday New York                       
Times. Right now, immigrant communities need information they can understand                   
and use; if the medium is engaging, even better.  
Among the reasons why women stay in abusive situations are the fear of being                           
alone. For that reason, bringing immigrant women together in a community for an                         
arts event aims at connecting its members with one another.  
“What If It Happened To You?” involved the participation of the community it                         
serves. Scenes were based on accounts from domestic violence survivors, lawyers and                       
therapists.  
Interventions from the audience allowed people to take control of the narrative.                       
During breaks in between interventions, members of the audience shared their                     
perspectives, and one attorney shared what legal tools are available to immigrant                       
women in abusive situations. 
What is Forum Theater? 
Forum theater is part of the Theater of the Oppressed methodology, developed                       
by the world-renowned Brazilian artist Augusto Boal  (1931–2009), who was inspired                 21
by ​Paulo Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed​. 
In forum theater, members of a marginalized community who are experiencing                     
some sort of oppression come together with the help of a facilitator and create a play                               
portraying that issue. After they perform it for the community, the facilitator invites                         
audience members to replace actors onstage in moments of crisis to try to change the                             





outcome of the scenes. Boal used to say this form of interactive theater is a “rehearsal                               
for the revolution.” 
Forum Theater has been used for over 20 years at the Jana Sanskriti Centre for                             
Theatre of the Oppressed in Calcutta, India, to tackle child marriage, sexism and                         
domestic violence in rural areas. It has also been used in Mozambique, through the                           
Centro do Teatro do Oprimido. New York has one group dedicated to promoting and                           
using the technique with marginalized community: The Theater of the Oppressed NYC                       
(TONYC.)  
A step-by-step of what happens in Forum Theatre 
 
1 Actors present an original play chronicling an unresolved problem resulting                   
from systemic oppression. The play is developed by or with the help of                         
community members affected by such oppression.  
2 Audience members are invited to intervene as “spect-actors”; they step into                     
the play, replace actors in their roles and act out ways to address the                           
problem. 
3 Actors respond in character and, together with the “spect-actors,” engage                   
in solving the problem. In the words of Boal, they “rehearse for the                         
revolution.”  
4 Rinse and repeat: at least three different interventions from the audience                     
are needed. According to Geo Britto, director of the Centro de Teatro do                         
Oprimido (CTO-Rio) in Rio de Janeiro, the idea is not to showcase the right                           
approach to a situation of oppression, but rather to show the audience that                         
there are multiple possibilities to take action. 
Pre-production  
In the summer of 2019, I participated in a workshop on forum theater in                           
Brooklyn with Boal’s former assistant and facilitator Geo Britto. There, I met theater                         
director and educator Becca Kenigsberg, who had gone to Brazil twice to study under                           
Britto at CTO-Rio. She was serving as his assistant and translator at the workshop and                             
immediately accepted my invitation to participate in my project. But she would only                         
join our meetings after I had a cast. 
After posting a callout on Facebook, I had 13 members of the Brazilian                       





members, all with previous theater training. A few had been in                     
an abusive relationship while living abroad, and one of them is a                       





I posted the callout in the closed Facebook group “​Brazilian Women of New York​,” which has                               
over 7,000 members. 
 
I led our first three meetings, in which I introduced the fundamentals of                         
Theater of the Oppressed and shared my findings from previous research with the                         
group. I also shared the goals for my project and asked them what they expected to get                                 
out of that experience. Most of them were artists from Brazil who worked side jobs in                               
New York, and wanted to use their craft to help the community.  
To give them a crash course on domestic violence in the immigrant community,                         
I invited Marize Campelo, who shared how she survived her abusive marriage. Candice                         
Andrews, coordinator of the project She Is  in Trinidad and Tobago, talked about the                       
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theater work she developed with girls who were victims of violence. The group makes                           
art interventions and performs short plays about the topic in public areas, schools and                           
community centers. 
Kenigsberg then guided us       
through the crafting of the forum play.             
We had six rehearsals at the Newmark             
School, in which I worked with           
Kenigsberg as her assistant and         
occasional translator. Ten members of         
the Brazilian community in New York           
and New Jersey participated in the           
creation of the interactive play.  
Suzane Sena, Victor Foutora, me and 
Vanessa Grecco during our first meeting. 
 
Photo credit: Pamela Subizar 
 







Theater director and educator Becca Kenisgberg went 
over the fundamentals of Theater of the Oppressed 
while diving into the games that would lead to the 
development of the forum play.  
 
Photo credit: Isadora Varejão 
 
The play was promoted online via ​WAVE’s           
Instagram profile​ and ​Facebook page​. I also       
posted the digital flyer on WhatsApp and closed               
Facebook groups of Brazilian women in New York               
and New Jersey. I wrote press releases in English                 
and Portuguese (see Annex) and had the help of                 
two Brazilian journalists who sent them to Brazilian online and print publications in                         
New York. 
The 90 free tickets for the performance were sold through Eventbrite; they sold                         
out three days before the performance.  
Following the tips from attorneys, survivors and artist Candice Andrews, I did                       
not advertise the play as being about abuse or domestic violence. The ​event on                           
Facebook said the show was about “an immigrant love story where the audience                         
decides how it ends.” 
 
 
Digital flyer used to promote the play on Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp. 
The forum play 
The 15-minute play portrayed a highly educated immigrant, played by actress 
Fay Vera, who finds herself in an abusive relationship with Brazilian-American 





Yasmin Santana, Suzane Senna and Ana Moioli) can’t agree if her husband is abusive 







The cast. First row: Fay Vera, Patricia Marjorie, Yasmin Santana, Juliana Rosa, Victor Fontoura. 
Second row: Suzane Senna, Vanessa Grecco, Bernardo Melo and Ana Moioli. 
 
Scenes and dialogs were entirely created by the participants during                   
improvisation exercises and theater games from Boal’s book “Games for actors and                       
non-actors,” published in 1992. Kenigsberg and I suggested the play’s structure. The                       
script was compiled by the participants in a shared Google doc. Props were kept to a                               
minimum: only a desk and two chairs provided by CUNY were used for some of the                               
scenes. Participants performed all the music using either their voices or percussion                       
instruments traditional in Brazilian culture, such as the berimbau. 
On opening night, Dec. 6, we had 60 attendees, 15 of them men. The play was in                                 
Portuguese, but the facilitation was translated into English, since almost 10 people did                         
not understand Portuguese (which I learned by a show of hands). We had four                           
interventions from the audience, one from a woman who was in an abusive marriage                           















Credit: Nalu Romano 
Impact 
The Facebook event created 







Facebook insights for the event  
 
Δ 1,700 people reached by the event on Facebook, 43 percent of them 
located in New York City 
Δ Women between 25 and 34 years old comprised 31 percent of the 
audience reached by the event on Facebook. 
Δ 453 people were invited to the event, which had 82 responses: 34 people 
said they were going, and 44 said they were interested.  




















Δ The Eventbrite page had 248 views, so 21.7 percent of the people who 
clicked on the link placed an order to go to the event. 
Δ A 150 percent increase in traffic happened on Monday, Dec 2; the total 
page views went from 50 the day before to 133.  
Δ 38 percent of the tickets were sold that Monday: 34. 
Δ 90 tickets were sold via Eventbrite in 54 orders. 
Δ However, only 33 people who got a ticket through Eventbrite showed up. 
They comprised a little more than half of the total turnout, which was 















Feedback collected after the play through video by Paula Moura. 
 
 
One of the attendees, Caroline Brants, is             
on the board of an organization called             
Grupo Mulheres do Brasil (Women of           
Brazil Group), which promotes events         
for women in the diaspora. The           
organization created a booklet that gives           
information to domestic violence victims         
who reside in Connecticut, New Jersey           
and New York. She was happy to see               
copies of the booklet for the audience to               
grab. She sent me an updated version             
and invited our group to perform in one               
of their live events on February 10, 2020,               
in a community center in Newark, NJ             
called Mantena Global, which serves the           








- Finding people willing to participate in theater exercises and rehearsals for at                       
least 23 hours over five weeks with no financial compensation seemed like a                         
hard task at first. Luckily, I was completely wrong. The group came together                         
with very similar desires: to do something for the community that was helpful,                         
and that made them proud. Boal is associated with the left-wing movement in                         
Brazil; he was arrested by the military government in the 1970s and lived in                           
exile for many years. With the return of a right-wing government, many people                         
identified with the project.  
- We only had one month to put a play together, so we ended up with a short play.                                   
It was perfect for the practicum, as it was an experiment. But going forward, we                             
will have to expand it a little to create more opportunities for the audience to                             
intervene and to show more depth of characters.  
- The cast and I were all very surprised to see so much participation from the                             
audience. Kenigsberg, who has facilitated forum plays before, said people were                     
more engaging than what she is used to see. It was very satisfying to see the                               
method resonating with the audience. 
- During the creation of the forum play, Kenigsberg and I were only allowed to                           
chime in and make sure certain topics were being covered. According to Boal,                         
the community members participating in the process are the owners of the                       
narrative and the script, and the final decisions have to come from them. For                           
that reason, the director takes a much more relaxed approach, giving                     
participants the freedom to create, which is not so common in the theater                         
world. During our process, there was some friction between actors who tried to                         
take the lead. According to Kenisgberg, the facilitator can’t intervene in these                       
moments either, unless they get out of control; after all, the people in the group                             
need to stand up for themselves. It is a process that creates opportunities to                           
stand up against oppression, after all. Since we were dealing with professional                       
actors who had never worked on a forum play, I feel some of them were                             
expecting a more traditional director attitude from me in moments of friction. I                         
think I should have been clearer about what my approach would be from the                           





- Bringing Marize Campelo, a survivor of domestic violence, to watch one of the                           
rehearsals was extremely important. We tweaked some of the scenes about                     
abuse based on her feedback. I am proud to have done that. 
- Bringing Candice Andrews, the artist who ran a similar project in her native                         
Trinidad and Tobago, was also very important. She came in early in the process                           
and helped us visualize what the performance day would look like. One of her                           
tips was to have a therapist on-site, because there is always someone in the                           
audience who needs it. She was right, and I was glad to have a volunteer                             
therapist that day. 
- Asking the help of women leading groups that were already organizing and                       
engaging with my community was extremely fruitful. And I wouldn’t have been                       
able to do that if I hadn’t attended events organized by them, such as the                             
“EmpowHer.” It was there that I reconnected with a woman who knew me from                           
a Facebook group, who introduced me to Vanessa Grecco. She is an actress from                           
the Mulheres da Resistência no Exterior NY , a community of Brazilian women                       
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activists in New York who organize protests and exchange information online                     
in closed Facebook and WhatsApp groups. She brought together many of the                       
actors who participated in the project. 
- Early in the process, I contacted two Brazilian women artists and                     
entrepreneurs, famous in the New York art scene, who endorsed our event on                         
their social media. Ingrid Silva, professional ballet dancer at the Dance Theatre                       
of Harlem, runs ​EmpowHer​, a platform that shares inspiring stories of women                       
on Facebook and Instagram, and promotes live events once every three months.                       
She invited her Facebook friends to our event. Debora Balardini, director of the                         
Group.BR , which, according to her, is the only Brazilian theater company in                       
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New York, posted our digital flyer on the company’s Instagram and Facebook. It                         
was great to see our work endorsed by people who didn’t really know me, and                             
who have clout in the arts scene. 
 
23 ​Facebook group: Women of the Resistance Abroad NY. 






❏ When looking for a community to serve, I chose Brazilian immigrant women                       
because I was fascinated by the stories I heard about women buying sham                         
marriages to adjust their immigration status and finding themselves in trouble                     
because of scams. However, after a semester reporting on the issue, I was told                           
by members of the community that they didn’t want to see those stories on the                             
media. Attorneys told me I should report on domestic violence, because with                       
illegal immigration from Brazil increasing, the number of misinformed victims                   
and potential victims were also increased. Following one of social journalism                     
core principles, I listened to community and let their  needs guide my work. 
❏ Whenever I interviewed a Brazilian immigrant, I used the                 
anthropology-inspired interview techniques introduced to us in the               
community engagement class. I mostly listened, and hardly took any notes. I let                         
them share their story the way they wanted. By doing that, I believe I was able                               
to build trust with my sources much more effectively, and break the image of                           
the traditional parachute reporter. 
❏ Facebook groups turned out to be the most fruitful social media platform for                         
my practicum. The closed groups are the most important gathering spaces for                       
women in the diaspora. Being a member gave me privileged access to my                         
community while allowing me and my project to be seen. Even when I was not                             
actively conducting listening activities, I was still listening to members of my                       
community. It was also through Facebook groups that I learned about the live                         
events people were attending. And it was in one of those events that I made a                               
connection with activist Vanessa Grecco, who helped me spread the word about                       
the play. In social journalism, a reporter must go to the offline and online                           
spaces where the communities are gathering. I found that both spaces are                       
connected in the immigrant community, and having access to one immediately                     
grants access to the other.   
❏ But if I wasn’t an immigrant woman from Latin America myself I wouldn’t have                           
been granted access to any of these gathering spaces. If I didn’t have a                           
background in theater, I wouldn’t have had the idea of using forum theater to                           





underserved communities. But I learned that it’s easier to leverage trust and                       
information when the reporter is a member of the community she is covering.                         
Therefore, bringing more diversity to newsrooms can open more doors to                     
successful engagement projects.   
❏ Tips for interacting with Latino immigrant communities feeling vulnerable or                   
under threat: speaking their language, knowing the immigration landscape                 
well, being active on social media and being patient. Trauma is not always                         
shared over the first cup of coffee you have with a source who is willing to talk                                 
to you. 
❏ Ultimately, social journalism wants to change the negative image journalists                   
have, while making communities understand that journalism is a service that                     
needs to exist, and needs support. When leaders in the community started to                         
trust me and see value in my work, there was a shift in our relationship. I went                                 
from asking how I could help the community to having people ask me how they                             
could help me with my project. When the community understands that by                       
collaborating with your social journalism project they also benefit from it, you                       
know you have done your job. You know that your social journalism practices                         
are working the way they are intended to.  
❏ More than ever, Hispanic immigrant communities are getting their news from                     
each other through social media and WhatsApp. If journalists don’t occupy                     
these spaces and show up for these communities (as social journalism tells us)                         
a damaging shift in culture could take place. Journalism could be seen as                         















Appendix 1. Chicabot script 
T​his is the transcription of a chat with Chicabot. The messages from the bot are 
in Italic. The user can interact by clicking on the buttons, that introduce a 
topic. Bold means that the button was clicked and what follows is the bot’s 
response to that question.  





You guessed it, I am a Latina bot. 
How are you today? 
- BUTTON OPTIONS: ​I am great​ / I am meh / I could be better 
Yay! Feeling like learning something cool today? 
- BUTTON OPTIONS​: Bring it​ / Exit chat 
Sweet! Alright, I have been learning about domestic violence and abuse in the immigrant 
community. My human says I can help people with this information, because victims often feel 
embarrassed to talk to someone about it. 
I want to start with VAWA, cuz not a lot of people know about it! 
- BUTTON OPTIONS: ​VAWA? What dat / ​How do I apply / How much does it cost / I 
already know about it / Exit chat 





It's a law particularly important for immigrant women, because it grants victims of domestic 
violence who are married to a U.S. citizen or permanent resident the right to obtain a green 
card without their partner's consent or knowledge. 
- BUTTON OPTIONS: VAWA? What dat​ / How do I apply​ / How much does it cost / I 
already know about it / Exit chat 
First you need to submit the form I-360 along with your documents and proof of abuse to 
USCIS, which is the government body that takes care of immigrants living in the U.S. 
But don't worry! They know it is hard to gather proof of domestic violence, so affidavits from 
you and people who know about your story usually do the trick. 
Affidavits, in case you don't know, are written statements signed before a notary. 
 
(GIF) 
You will also need to submit two passport-style photographs, copies of your 
government-issued identity document with photograph, birth certificate, passport page, all that 
jazz. 
See the full list of documents here 
Once that is approved, you can file an application for a green card through Form I-485. 
- BUTTON OPTIONS: VAWA? What dat​ / ​How do I apply / How much does it cost / ​I 
already know about it​ / Exit chat 
Of course you do, you are smart. But maybe you haven't heard of: 





Women who are undocumented may apply for the U visa if they find themselves in an abusive 
situation. The process is similar to VAWA's, however, it is best for you to get a lawyer to help 
with paperwork. 
- BUTTON OPTIONS: U visa / ​Protection orders​ / Exit chat 
If you suffer physical violence, you may get a protection order against your abuser. That means 
your partner will be forbidden by law to get near you. 
But you must go to the police and file a police report against that person in the first place. 
- BUTTON OPTIONS: U visa / Protection orders / ​Exit chat 
Thank you for the chat! By the way, was any of this helpful? 
- BUTTON OPTIONS: Hell yeah / ​It was okay 
I will take any tips that help me improve. 
























Script (translated from the original version in Portuguese) 
 




Fernanda, ​a Brazilian immigrant and biologist 
Victor, ​a Brazilian-American musician 
Suzane, ​a Brazilian immigrant and Fernanda’s friend 
Yasmin, ​a Brazilian musician and Victor’s friend 
Ana, ​a Brazilian who works at a cafe and Fernanda’s friend  
Bernardo, ​the couple’s friend  






A Brazilian community in the East Coast. Current days.  
 
1 - OPENING 
Brazilian party. Ends with circle and Ana screaming from the middle "Next!” A line forms in front of                                   
her. 
2 - CAFE SCENE 
CUSTOMER 1: Hi, can I have an almond latte, please? 
ANA: Sure. What size? 
CUSTOMER 1: Small. 
Suzane and Fernanda talk in Portuguese while waiting on the line 
 
ANA: It's gonna be $5.75. 
CUSTOMER 1: Thank you. 
ANA: Next. 
SUZANE AND FERNANDA: Hi. 
ANA: Hi. 
SUZANE TO FERNANDA (in Portuguese): What’s that one again? The name? 





ANA: I speak Portuguese too! 
SUZANE AND FERNANDA (scream with excitement) What a coincidence! You are going to save                           
us. 
SUZANE: What do you call the one that is spicy, like it’s on fire? 
ANA: Pumpkin spice latte. 
SUZANE: That's right! Pumpkin spice latte. 
ANA: No problem. That's a good one. And you guys, have been here for how long? 
SUZANE: About two years. 
CUSTOMER 2 (in English): Excuse me. No Spanish. This is America. 
FERNANDA: I just got here, like a month ago. I just finished my PHD in Brazil and came here. 
ANA: Look at that! How fancy! PHD in what? 
FERNANDA: Microbiology. 
ANA: Wow, she is a smart one! 
SUZANE: There is more to this pretty face! 
ANA to FERNANDA: Welcome! 
SUZANE: I hardly know of Brazilian places here, but now I have to take this girl out.  
ANA: Oh my gosh! I know a lot of nice Brazilian bars. I have to take you guys, then. There's one                                         
nearby! Do you like forro? 
FERNANDA: Oh yes, we love forro! 
ANA: Shall we go now? 
FERNANDA AND SUZANE: Let’s go! 
CUSTOMER 2: Hey! Where is my coffee? 
3 - FORRO SCENE 
Yasmin enters the stage singing "Eu so quero um xodó." Everybody dances. Victor is playing in the 
band. He leaves the instrument behind and approaches Fernanda. 
VICTOR: Would you do me the honor of this one? 
FERNANDA: I can't dance. 
VICTOR: No problem. I'd be delighted to teach you. 
They dance and have a moment. 
VICTOR – Shall we get out of here? 
She nods yes. He drags her out. 
 
4 - YOGA SCENE ONE 
Everybody is on stage for the yoga class. Ana, Suzane and Yasmin are on the front. 
ANA - Where's Fernanda? She is late! 
YOGA TEACHER (in English): Good afternoon, class! Let's start it.  





SUZANE - Where were you? 
FERNANDA: I was with Victor. 
YASMIN: Victor? 
SUZANE: Who is Victor? 
YASMIN: Victor from the band. That's why he disappeared yesterday. 
ANA: Did you sleep at his house? 
FERNANDA: Yes. I think I'm in love with him. 
ANA: That was fast. 
YASMIN: Oh, girl, there are four things you can't put in your pussy: synthetic soap, a musician,                                 
condensed milk and a musician. 
ANA: Ah, let her be happy! 
FERNANDA: Guys, he knows all the places here. We left the club and he showed me everything.                                 
And he pays the bill, like a real gentleman. 
SUZANNE: But you barely got here, you can meet so many different people. Why would you get                                 
with a Brazilian so soon? 
FERNANDA: I feel more comfortable with someone who has the same culture as me, speaks the                               
same language. Someone who understands me, you know?  
VANESSA: Namaste! 
 
Transition. Cast sings hums song by Marisa Monte while Fernanda and Victor take the center of the 
stage and go from one frozen image to another, all of them portraying happiness: 
1. Dance 
2. He lifts her up 
3. Engagement 
4. New house 
5. They spin and leave the stage 
 
 
5 - DATE SCENE ONE 
 
Restaurant. The couple arrives and Victor pulls the chair for Fernanda. 
 
FERNANDA – Babe, what a gorgeous place. 
 
VICTOR - I've been wanting to bring you here for a while. 
She waves to call the waiter. 
VICTOR - Never do that again; this is Brazilian stuff. You're in America. Let him come. 
WAITER (in English) - Hello, welcome. 
VICTOR - Thank you very much, how is your day going? 
WAITER - Good, good, thank you for asking. What would you like? 





WAITER - How would you like it cooked? 
VICTOR - Well done 
WAITER (to Fernanda) - What about you?  
Fernanda looks at the menu and at Victor. 
VICTOR - Ceasar salad for her. 
WAITER - Will that be all? 
VICTOR - Yes, thank you. 
Waiter leaves. 
VICTOR - I know you're not comfortable with your English yet, but don't worry, I'll be here to 
help you. Always! I can order your food, translate the menu, whatever you want. The salads 
here are amazing, you will love them. 
FERNANDA - Ah, that's great! 
VICTOR - I've been coming to this restaurant for more than ten years. This is where I 
celebrated when I got my American citizenship. I brought my friends here and bought beers for 
everyone. (plays with the audience.) 
FERNANDA - How nice, I admire you so much, your story, everything you've built. I stand in 
awe of you. You're wonderful.  
VICTOR - We are wonderful. It's you and me now. And you know what? I've got an idea. How 
about we have our wedding party here? I'm booking this restaurant. 
FERNANDA - Oh love, it's so beautiful, but it must be so expensive. 
VICTOR - I told you not to worry about money. You're my princess, and you deserve 
everything. 
FERNANDA - I'm very happy. I'm very excited for our wedding.  
VICTOR - Are you excited to marry me or to get the green card?  
FERNANDA - I'm so excited to marry you! I'm here to build a life with you, if it weren’t for that 
I would come back to Brazil. 
VICTOR - I know my love! I'm kidding!  
They kiss. The other characters invade the scene screaming. 
 
6 - SOCCER SCENE 
VANESSA: Goaaaal!  
FERNANDA (walking in): Guys, I made cheese breads. 
Everybody reacts with excitement. 
SUZANE: Wow, this is delicious. 
VICTOR: Actually, ​my​ ​mother's​ cheese breads are delicious. 
PATRICIA: What a pity your mother isn't here. Thank you, Fernanda (Beat) LOOK. 





VICTOR: Shut up, Fernanda, it’s advantage, see? You don't know anything about soccer (to 
Bernardo) Sometimes it looks like she is cheering against it. 
JULIANA: There. It was a foul. Fer was right. 
YASMIN: Half time! I'm going for a smoke. Suzane? 
SUZANE (to Fernanda): Fer? Let’s smoke outside. 
Victor keeps Fernanda from going. 
FERNANDA: It's quick, love, I'll be right back! 
SUZANE (pulling Fernanda): It's just a cigarette, man. I'm not kidnapping her. 
BERNARDO (to Victor): Here, let's have a beer. 
 
7 - SMOKING SCENE 
SUZANE: I don't know how you stand it. This Victor guy is so rude.  
FERNANDA: Oh, he is just playing. And it's soccer. If it were psychopharmacology, he would be 
the one to shut up.  
YASMIN: Relax, Suzane. I've known Victor for five, six years. He has that Rio attitude. 
Fernanda laughs. 
SUZANE: Fine if he's like that with his friends, but he can't treat his woman like that. 
Especially if you're getting married. 
YASMIN: You are really getting married, huh? 
FERNANDA: Yeah. 
YASMIN (jokingly): That's right, girlfriend, get married and get that green card already. That 
will be a relief in your life. You can always break up later.  
SUZANE: Look, just don't let him take your worth away. He's got a citizenship, fine. But you're 
a smart woman, a warrior, you don't need him to get a status or whatever. 
YASMIN: Relax, guys! Look, the second half is about to start. 
 
8 - DATE SCENE TWO 
Victor is sitting at the table waiting for Fernanda. 
FERNANDA - Hi love, sorry, I was at yoga. I got caught up talking to the girls... 
VICTOR - 23 minutes, Fernanda? You kept me waiting here 23 minutes because you were at 
yoga with the girls. You have to choose, either you go to yoga with the girls or you come to 
dinner with me. 
FERNANDA - You, love, of course. 
VICTOR - And you know what? I'm not paying for this yoga anymore. If you want, go with your 
own money. 
Weird silence. Fernanda looks for the waiter. 





FERNANDA – Salad, honey? I just got out of yoga. I'm hungry. I was thinking a lasagna, 
something like that. 
VICTOR: Lasagna? At this time? Are you going to the gym later? Do you want to get huge? 
(Laughing) You have been married for a minute and think you can already let yourself go. 
FERNANDA – Victor! What is this? Who do you think you're talking to? You're not talking to 
your employees, you're talking to me! 
VICTOR: Are you mad now, Fernanda? You leave me waiting here like an idiot and can't take 
one little joke?  
FERNANDA - No. (pause.) I was thinking that we need to go out, do something different. 
(Victor cheers up) Maybe Thursday. The girls are going to the forró... 
VICTOR – C’mon Fernanda, I am thinking you want to go out with me, on a date, movies 
maybe, and again you come with this girls talk? 
FERNANDA - It was just an idea, of course we can go to the movies.  
VICTOR – Plus, I think you have to stop going to places with Brazilians. Or you'll never learn to 
speak English properly. 
FERNANDA - Speaking of which, when are we going to get my documents? It's been six 
months since we got married. 
VICTOR - When things get better. This month was slow and all those fees, the attorney. You 
know it's a lot, right? 
Fernanda agrees. 
 
Transition. Cast hums song by Marisa Monte out of tune while Fernanda and Victor take the center of 




2. She lifts him up 
3. She leans on him and falls 
 
9 - YOGA SCENE TWO 
TEACHER: Good Morning, class. 
ANA: Where's Fernanda? 
SUZANE: She missed it again. 
ANA: I'm worried, guys. Have you called her? 
SUZANE: Yes, several times and she didn't answer. She hasn't showed up to stuff in a while. 
YASMIN: Guys, relax, she is probably busy. 
ANA: But it's never been like this. She's gone completely absent. Is Victor going to rehearsals? 





SUZANE: Everybody is happy on instagram. 
 
Transition. Cast plays funk beat while Fernanda and Victor take the center of the stage and go from 
one frozen image to another, all of them portraying violence: 
1. He screams on her ear 
2. He presses her head 
3. She pulls him 
4. He steps on her 
 
10 - SAMBA SCENE 
Yasmin enters the stage singing “Não deixe o samba morrer.” Fernanda and Victor arrive and greet 
friends. Victor goes to the band and plays an instrument while Fernanda is surrounded by the girls. 
Bernardo approaches Fernanda, touches and compliments her hair. 
VICTOR (yelling aggressively) – What is this, Bernardo? (music stops) You are hitting on my                             
woman now? 
BERNARDO - What the heck, man?! I just made a compliment. 
VICTOR - Do I compliment your wife? 
BERNARDO - Calm down, man. We're just friends. 
VICTOR – You are tripping, man. You are tripping. 
Victor comes back to the band and music resumes. Fernanda approaches Bernardo to apologize. 
Victor sees them both and yells aggressively. 
VICTOR - Fernanda! 




Appendix 3: Degree highlights 
A century-old stereotype still dictates how far a Latina immigrant can go in America 
 Jun 4, 2019 
This commentary piece was an assignment for the Advanced Reporting for social journalism                         
class, taught by Meredith Bennet-Smith in our second semester. It was chosen by Medium                           
curators, had 303 views and 127 reads (a 42% reading rate.) The piece helped me make sense of                                   
how my experience in the U.S. as an immigrant informed my work as a journalist, and allowed                                 
me to open up to the community about my identity crisis at a time in which I was asking the                                       





American journalists need to serve immigrant women. But how? 
Sep 10, 2019 
This Medium post was assigned by Jeremy Caplan in the Startup Sprint class. We were expected                               
to give readers a sense of the questions that guided our work over the previous year, why such                                   
questions were relevant and what motivated us to work with the community we had chosen.                             
The piece allowed me to compile everything I knew about the community for the first time, and                                 
start looking for opportunities to be innovative in my project. Before meeting with Kenigsberg                           
to invite her to help me put a forum play together, I sent this post to her. She told me she could                                           
see I knew what I was talking about and that I was committed to the community, which made                                   
her eager to get involved in the project. 
 
Slideshow about a green-card bride (non-public) 
Apr 22, 2019 
Assigned by Meredith Bennet-Smith, this audio slideshow had to be about a member of the                             
community we were covering. I was still pursuing green-card marriage stories at that point,                           
and was able to interview one of my sources. Meredith said: “Your audio slideshow was one of                                 
the strongest of the class if not the strongest. You truly blew me away with your visual eye and                                     
the way you were able to tell such a powerful story without showing any faces. It really                                 
highlighted your creativity.”  
Chicabot: my first attempt to serve the immigrant community with a chatbot 
Nov 19, 2019  
This Medium post was assigned by Jeremy Caplan in the Startup Sprint class. Students had to                                 
talk about the process of building a prototype and having it tested by members of the                               
community. The article caught the attention of Planeta Chatbot, an online publication from                         
Spain specializing in chatbots and AI. They asked to translate my article to Spanish and                             
published it on their Medium page​. Lisa Flaugh, reporter from CUNY’s Marketing and                         
Communications Office, also came across this article, which originated a pitch to her editor                           
about my prototype and the social journalism program. 
 
Guidelines For Reporting Responsibly On Vulnerable Immigrants In The U.S.  
May 28, 2019 
Geanne Belton, Law and Ethics instructor, asked us to craft a Code of Ethics or similar 
guideline for reporting on our communities. 
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